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abstract
There is a problem with the world of cryptocurrency
today. Too many people and projects fighting with one
another over the future while ignoring the past, leaving
a wealth of treasure behind in the process.
Grimacecoin aims to remedy that and capitalize on a
massive unfilled opportunity in the market.
Throughout this white paper, we will explain how we
will leverage the powerful force of nostalgia.
we plan to bring childhood memories to life and create
an entirely new and unique ecosystem for our community
– one focused on the warm memories of the past, rather
than the harsh uncertainties of the future.
As a team, we firmly believe that the Grimace Ecosystem
will provide real and unique value to our community
(#GrimmyGang) regardless of the market conditions,
broader economic and political realities across the
globe and stressors of everyday life.
If anything, Grimace’s connection with our community
will be strengthened during times of uncertainty, as we
provide a nostalgic escape hatch from regular life that
taps into the powerful psychological, physiological, and
emotional dynamics within our brains.
Grimacecoin started with a tweet, but it has quickly
become so much more than that. We are a community. We
are a family. We are the #GrimmyGang.
As a team we are confident that we can and will deliver
the single most immersive, nostalgic project to date in
the cryptocurrency ecosphere, creating immense value
for our community from both an emotional as well as a
financial perspective.
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nostalgia
Oxford University defines the concept of nostalgia
as “a sentimental longing or wistful affection for
the past, typically for a period or place with happy
personal associations”. This is a concept that all of
us are familiar with, but few of us understanding the
true mechanics behind.
According to a leading study on the subject,
performed in 2020 by researchers at the University
of Southern California, experimental evidence
indicates that nostalgia is experienced in humans as
an overwhelmingly positive emotion.
Psychologically and physiologically, it has the effect
of boosting one’s mood as well as increasing a sense
of meaning in life. Furthermore, it also raises selfesteem and optimism for the future.
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The second key finding of this research was that
people were more likely to experience nostalgia when
they were feeling depressed than when they were in a
happy mood.
Negative emotional energy is all too common across the
cryptocurrency world, as markets continuously rise
and fall, and thus we assert that community members
and potential new investors are even more likely
to interact with the project during times of market
disruption, giving Grimace a solid foundational value in
bear markets, as well as bull markets when investors
are more likely to be drawn to the project from a
growth perspective.
We firmly believe that the Grimace Ecosystem will
provide real and unique value to our community
(#GrimmyGang) regardless of the market conditions,
broader economic and political realities across the
globe and stressors of everyday life.
If anything, Grimace’s connection with our community
will indeed be strengthened during times of uncertainty,
as we provide a nostalgic escape hatch from regular
life that taps into the powerful psychological,
physiological, and emotional dynamics within the brains
of our holders.
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vision for grimace
From a physiological perspective, the neural activity
activated by a song we like, or some type of sensory
cue which immediately causes us to connect with
positive previous experiences in our life, known to us as
“nostalgia”, is actually a chemical reaction in the human
brain.
These ”feel-good chemicals” being released into our
nervous system, most importantly dopamine, are
neurotransmitters triggered in the human brain and then
used to send messages to the cells in our body.
Dopamine, specifically, is produced in several areas of the
brain, including the ventral tegmental and substantia
nigra areas, then released into our nervous system and is
responsible for the chemical reaction which causes humans
to experience the feeling of pleasure.
However, as with most bodily functions, this process does
not transpire equally over the course of our lives; the
physiological processes which cause it to happen change
as we age. The release of these ”feel-good chemicals” is
activated to a greater extent between the ages of 12 and 22.
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That extra-intense reaction becomes associated with the
events and emotions going on while a song plays, food
is eaten, or an image is seen. And the emotions going on
throughout an experience at this time are extra-intense,
too, a direct result of all the raging hormones at work in
the brain of humans in this age group.
With those realities and experiences and in mind, we also
know that the average age of a cryptocurrency investor is
38 years old (born in the year 1984), according to studies
done by the University of Chicago. This age is dramatically
lower than the average age of stock investors, which is 47,
according to the same study, and continues to lower with
each passing year as new investors continue to interact
with the cryptocurrency ecosystem for the first time.
Similarly, in a recent study done by Pew Research,
almost half (43%) of respondents between the age of 18
to 29 responded that they are invested in at least one
cryptocurrency. We have therefore been able to identify a
roughly 25-year range (early 90’s through the early-to-mid
2010’s), which we, based on this data, believe to be the period
of the most nostalgic memories for the largest and most
engaged groups of cryptocurrency investors.
Furthermore, drilling down a layer deeper in that range,
we are confident that the ‘nostalgic sweet spot’ for any
project to capitalize on right is the mid 90’s through the mid
2000’s, or roughly 1994 through 2004.
We arrived at this hypothesis through a mix of empirical
data and anecdotal evidence –let’s dig into both.
First, based on the average age of a cryptocurrency investor
(38), this person would thus begin to form their most
powerful and impactful nostalgic memories around an age
of 12, which is the year 1994, and would continue to create
those meaningful experiences for the next decade or so, the
year 2004, as they continued through early adulthood and
into their twenties.
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We then combined the evidence surrounding the physiological
power of this nostalgia and the average age of a
cryptocurrency investor with the fact that this specific
age group also currently represents the largest share of
purchasing power across the global economy, to thusly
arrive at the conclusion that this approach represents the
greatest financial opportunity for the Grimace ecosystem to
capitalize on and successfully blossom into a multi-billion
dollar project.
From an anecdotal perspective, anyone involved with modern
popular culture can see a massive increase over the past
few years involving nostalgic-oriented and re-booted
franchises, beginning with TV and film, but now continuing to
increasingly expand across a much broader ecosystem, many
of centering around the decade we have discussed here. The
Last Dance was a cultural phenomenon in early 2020 while
the world was stuck at home, with classic TV shows like Full
House and The Fresh Prince of Bel Air both making comebacks.
The Lion King (2019) and Jurassic World (2015) are two of the
top-10 grossing films of all time, both of which re-booting
a franchise from the era that we aim to build our ecosystem
around.
Though a bit earlier than our key period, Netflix’s Stranger
Things represents a perfect example of a well-executed
nostalgia-inducing phenomenon in popular culture.
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Our ambitious aim is to transform the Grimace ecosystem
into the Stranger Things of cryptocurrency. Again, a
slightly different period than discussed here, but the
When We Were Young festival, chock full of 2000’s poppunk bands and set to debut in Las Vegas this fall sold
out within minutes and has since added several new
dates to account for overwhelming demand.
As the world continues to struggle with a seemingly
never-ending pandemic, the emotional alure for people
to remember “simpler times” and experience nostalgia
with their loved ones continues to be an irrepressible
force, with many brands and franchises capitalizing
massively.
Key aspects of culture throughout this period include
but are not limited to McDonald’s Monopoly, Beanie
Babies, Spice Girls, Michael Jordan and the Chicago
Bulls dynasty, Napster, Fanny Packs, Furby, POGs, culthit movies like Jurassic Park, Titanic, Men in Black
and Mission: Impossible, Pokémon, as well as global,
superstar musical artists such as *NSYNC and Brittney
Spears.
Though there are formal definitions for each of these
generational age groups – such as Millennial (born in
1996 or before), Gen Z (born in 1997 onwards) and Gen
Alpha (born entirely in the 21st century), in popular
culture these terms tend to be more ambiguous, blended
into a combination of cultural and societal experiences,
and less structured and formalized.
Therefore, our target demographic for investors can
best be described as a combination of Millennials
and Gen Z, with intentions to increasingly include
Gen Alpha in our marketing and media mix as that age
group continues to grow into a larger representative
percentage share of global purchasing power and
enters into the cryptocurrency sphere.
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Already, through the project’s unique #GrimmyGang
positioning, created based on the viral 2017 song “Gucci
Gang” by Soundcloud rapper Lil Pump, demonstrates
our intention and ability to bridge Grimace’s ecosystem
across many age groups, tapping into powerful nostalgic
connections with younger cryptocurrency investors as
well.
As a creative and marketing team, though our primary
focus initially will be on mid-90’s to mid-2000’s
nostalgia, we will not limit ourselves only to that
timeframe.
Rather, we will continue to identify key opportunities
across the cryptocurrency market to bring new
investors into our ecosystem, capitalizing on the theme
of nostalgia across many different generations both
before and after those years, especially as we see
the world of cryptocurrency becoming increasingly
mainstream over the coming years.
It’s not an exaggeration to say that there is an almost
endless supply of opportunities for our team to
capitalize on, and we aim to be extremely ambitious
regarding the expansion of the Grimace ecosystem,
bringing as many of these nostalgic memories to life as
we are capable of for our community.

We can and will deliver the most
immersive, nostalgic project to date.
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key utilities
One of the primary focuses of the Grimace
Coin’s utility is allowing holders to interact
with products produced by the team. Some will
have paywalls where you must trade Grimace
Coins to interact, while others will be benefits
of holders who own a certain amount of tokens.

play-to-mint game

collectable nft’s
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grimopoly + grimutants
”Grimopoly” Game concept
Player rolls two six sided die to determine their landing
place on a 12 space game board. Each space corresponds to a
background color of an NFT.
All players “pass go” with the count of 1, since it’s impossible
to roll a ONE with 2 dice.
If a player lands on a ’minted out’ space near the end of the
game they are minted another color at random until the entire
collection is exhausted

Cost to Play
0.11 ETH - Goes directly to marketing wallet

24H our Whitelist
we will have a day long whitelist opportunity for all addresses
who own at least 444,444,444 tokens.

“Grimutants” NFTs
Collect-them-all structured reward system
A full collection unlocks Staking Rewards
and benefits in our future P2E games
Staking Breakdown For Full Collections will be:
1,111,111,111 tokens rewarded over 2,222,222 blocks
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interactive elements
Other concepts being developed and detailed by the
team and community, there is no current timeline
concerning their implementation.
These concepts will take advantage of popular
games, gameshows, and events to create an
opportunity for the community to engage with using
their tokens.
All products will have a curated token and/or nft
integration element.
The possibilities are vast; however, these are some
of the names the team has already started creating a
concept for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Grimmys
“Who Wants to be a Grimmillionaire”
GriMTV – a play on MTV from the 90’s.
Grimtendo 64
Mission: Grimpossible
Grimchella & Grimmypalooza
Grimmy Bears, Grimmy Babies & Grimmy Packs
The Grimmatrix
The Grimpsons
grimagotchi
GrimmimoN
Grimbay
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GERERATIONAL NFT’s
generational
nft’s
Nfts and arT are a great way to indugle
in a taste of nostalgia, so we have an
ambitiou ideas to cater as many as
possible to our community.
80’s Cultural Icons NFT Collection
Grim to the Future, Grimmy Vice, Grim Rider (Night Rider),
lots more here.

90’s Cultural Icons NFT Collection
The Real Grim Shady, Grimmy Smalls, The Grimpsons,
Grimstock ‘99, Grimmy Babies, Mission: Grimpossible, Grimey
Grimmy (grunge rock), Grimace vs. Godzilla, Grimbuster
(Blockbuster), Grim Meets World, Red Hot Grimmy Peppers,
Grimfeld, Grim Grim Dolls, Grimstreet Boys, GrimSYNC, Justin
Grimberlake, the list goes on forever.

2000’s Cultural Icons NFT Collection
The Grimmatrix, Sex and the Grimmy/Grim and the City,
Gossip Grim, Grimye West, Grim’s Anatomy, It’s Always Grim
in Philadelphia/It’s Always Sunny in Grimmydelphia, Grimmy
McGuire, Desperate Grimwives, Mad GrimMen, The GC, Grim
Tree Hill, Grilmore Girls/Gilmore Grims, DeGrimmi: The Next
Generation, LaGruna Beach, Grim Your Enthusiasm, Grimney
Spears, Grim Charlotte.
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GRIMmy-nomics
GRImmy-nomics
Total Supply: 1,000,000,000,000 GRIM
Buy Tax: 10%

5% Liquidity Pool, 3% Marketing, 2% Development

Sell Tax: 14%

5% Liquidity Pool, 7% Marketing, 2% Development

Grimmy Stimmies

During a “Grimmy Stimmy” event, the tax for
buying is moved to the sell transactions. The buy
tax then becomes 0% and the sell tax is bumped
to 24%. The breakdown of the sell tax during this
time is 10% LP, 10% marketing 4% Development.

Project Wallet Uses

Marketing and development taxes can be used
for initiatives outside of their primary function
such as and not limited to buy backs, community
competitions, and staking rewards for NFT
collections.
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roadmap
project launch
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stealth Project Launch
Telegram Group Buildout
Twitter Page Buildout
Etherscan Verification
Dextools Profile Verified
Dextools Top 5 Trending
CT-Focused Launch Marketing
CMC & CoinGecko Verified Listing
Formal Release of White Paper
Reach 800 #GrimmyGang Holders
Stabilized @ $5M Market Cap

Stage 1: Legitimacy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Marketing & PR Agencies
Instagram Page Buildout
Grimmutants NFT Minting
Grimopoly P2M Game Release
Rollout of Grimace Coin & NFT Staking
CMC & CG Top 10 Trending
Dextools top 3 Trending
‘The GRIMMYs’ Award Show
Grimopoly P2M Game Release
Reach 2,500 #GrimmyGang Holders
Updated Site Domain/Relaunch
Listings on DeFi Swaps
Stabilized @ $10M Market Cap
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roadmap
Stage 2: Expansion
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

30,000 Twitter Follower Target
10,000 Instagram Follower Target
‘Who Wants to be a Grimmillionaire’
90’s & 00’s Cultural Icons NFT Mint
Staking Available, Expand into DeFi
GriMTV Release, GMTV Spring Break
Grimchella & Grimmypalooza events
Mission: Grimpossible Competition
Merch (Grimmy Babies/Bears/Packs)
Reach 5,000 #GrimmyGang Strong
Stabilized @ $25M Market Cap
CEX Listings: Gate.io, HotBit.io

Stage 3: Mainstream
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100,000 Twitter Follower Target
50,000 Instagram Follower Target
Tier 1 Centralized Exchange Listings
Fiat On-Ramp Launched on Website
Mainstream Ambassador Onboards
Grimtendo 64 On-Chain Gaming
‘The Grimpsons’ Animated TV Series
Grimmyland Metaverse Theme Park
Reach 20,000 #GrimmyGang Strong
Formally Updated Project Roadmap
Stabilized @ $100M Market Cap
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the grim team
Grimmy CEO & Lead Dev
		@GrimaceCoinETH

Grimmy co-founder & President
		

@HolyRollerNovocaine

Grimmy COO & Head of Operations
		@hesitationizDefeat

Grimmy CMO & HEad of strategy
		@InfinityGrimace
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Follow the

socials
www.grimacecoin.erc
twitter.com/GrimaceCoinErc
https://t.me/GrimaceCoinAnnouncements
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